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The management of the wildfire requires in addition to quick response,  effective preparedness and above all effective team communication and awareness of all the factors.The response environment is often intense and highly dynamic and requires a continuous follow up and flow of infrormation, especially that this information often has to be retrieved from remote areas or from teams in extreme risk situations.The aim of this study was to assess the informational needs of the wild fire response process and model the information flow and situational awareness,  It aimed to translate the findings to definitions and requirements for enhancing the process through human-computer interaction (HCI) design solutions and improved usability with a focus on improving the data collection processThis research focused on improving the data collection process during fire response operations. 



Situation Awareness in the Response process

diagram presents the response process generallystarts with complex and constantly changing situation.--> team needs to collect information about this situation, and stay updated with any changes happening .but they also need to understand and interpret this information so that they can base their response decisions and actions on them.. all these decisions and actions also need to be updated and communicated to the rest of the team members. so  the information collection process is highly critical to the success of the whole operation, and is a continuous process and it was therefore the focus of this researchthe research proposes a design for information collection and distribution that could potentionally enhance the team’s situation awareness through facilitating the information collection and input process both in the field and response center. 



Technology & 
Communication

Different tools (communication channels)In relation to information flow between teams



Research 

Methodology

The research followed a user centered design approach so the users and operators were involved in every step of the design developmentseveral design iterations. Each one of the steps involved the users in different ways and to various degrees.The intended users of my design and therefore all the participants, are operators from the Ministry of Natural resources, working in the aviation and emergency and forest fire management department. The predeisgn study (will be described in the next slides) aimed to understand the process and the requirementsThe first iteration was about validating the findings of the predesign studyAnd the next two iterations were different testing methods for the proposal with the second one (the 3rd design iteration) involving direct user and usability testing



Methodology

• Office Visits

• Observations

• Interviews

• Training simulation

Ministry of Natural 

Resources & Forestry

The pre-design study was conducted to assess the informational needs of the response process and model the information flow and situational awareness, with and without supporting technology. The research was supported by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry of OntarioIn situ study: two sector, two regional and the provincial officeQualitative methods includedObservations of daily workflowInterviews: total of  24 operators Fire response training simulation



Scope of Results

The study aimed to :Understand the environmentUnderstand the process + the different roles within the teamThe information flow  (which will be discussed more in detail in the next slides)Highlighting the pain points�



Information 
Categories

Information Input
Forecasts, resources 

availabilities and statues

Task & Decisions
Role based preparedness and 

response decisions

Overall Situation 
Awareness

Information on shared display of 

Real time maps, alerts and  fires 

updates 

Part of understanding the process: understand the types/ categories of information that is communicated and documentedThe main categories observed wereInput required for preparedness as well as reponseIndividual workstations vs. shared displays observationSepcific decisions vs. overall awarenessThe relation between those information categories also hiighlights the importance of information collection & input againWhen the findings of the pre-design study were verified the information collection process was also voted as a very high priority



The Information Collection Process

Reliance on Verbal and Radio 
Communication

• Facilitate Information 
Collection

• Facilitate Team Situation 
Awareness and 
Communication

tasks and decisions are highly interdependent and heavily rely on timely and accurate communication of information. Several challenges that could cause delays or miscommunications in the process were identified→ Closer look at the information collection process:Diagram presents current information flow�	→ high reliance on verbal and radio communication→ direct link between crew and headquarters looks like an obvious opportunityFrom these findings the study focused on developing a design that would facilitate the information collection and in turn support TSA and communication



Technology & 
Communication

Different tools (communication channels)In relation to information flow between teams



The Design 

Proposal

 the design concept is  an integrated interface that facilitates communication between headquarters and the crew on the fire through real-time updates and notifications.The proposed design includes a mobile interface that would be used by crew members on the field and an office interface for the headquarters’ operators.these are the wireframes or the very first stepof the design.An interactive prototype based on those wireframes and a specific process tasks was created for user evaluation



Information 
requirements 
analysis

Analysis for specific operators - decision laddersTypes of steps:Action steps vs. decisions (cognitive steps)What information required for each (operator specific vs. shared info)



User Evaluation

The user evaluation was designed to test several aspects of the design:  effectiveness, situation awareness , the usability and the value of it to the process.It also served as an overall validation for the proposed concept and of course helped in developing the design to be more “implementable” and towards the users’ and process needs.  9 operators evaluated the office interface and 8 evaluated the mobile interface, in the offices in Dryden and in Sudbury.And the evaluation structure was that the participants were guided through specific tasks to interact with the interface, they would then evaluate usability aspects of it and at the end answer a questionnaire to evaluate their experience. Each participant was guided through 10 tasks, 5 let them input incident information, and 5 were to find or understand information, to evaluate the situation awareness.During the testing they expressed their thought process and comments about the interface, and these were recorded in addition to their performance on the tasks. Overall  the participants expressed enthusiasm about linking the crew members to the system, whether to input information or to have access to the ministry’s databases.They compared the proposed system to their current process in terms of ease of use, design,and process enhancement. and the feedback was mostly positive. 88% participants agreed that the design would be a valuable addition to the response process.With few exceptions participants were able to complete all the tasks using the prototype. 



The Office 

Interface

With the feedback from the user evaluation the design was updated and developed furtherPresent the  final developed design,The design follows a minimal approach, focusing mainly on the information that needs to be displayed. Colors are used only to represent the categories of information to help in finding them more easily. it integrates the databases for intelligent data updates for example about values as well as a notifications systemThe effective use of screen space, information grouping and prioritization and the use of visual cues can enhance user interaction for for efficient data input and communication.



Information 
Categories

Affinity diagram:Categorization of the information inputRelation to the steps in the processPrioritization



The office interface follows a dashbaord design concept in that it shows an overview of all information categories on one screen.Resource information is visualized on the map as well as in a list for more details.The interface also supports the recordkeeping of the incident developmentall updates can be viewed from the history panel, where there’s a timeline showing all events (it also uses the same category colors ) and you can find out more about specific events or updates, like when exactly or by whom is was done → This is a feature that the office operators really appreciated.



The Mobile Interface

the mobile interfacedue the requirements of the environment where it would be used and the needs of the crew members, the interface follows the process of the fire response rather than show all the information related to the incident, so here it should the fire information tab , and u can move through the tabs according to the process needs.. It also provides access to the map information..



(image in the back (green tab)) here we see  the resources tab, to record the activites of the resources committed to the fire(image in the front(yellow tab))  is the weather tab; the inteface can also link the crew leader to the nearest weather station so they can have the most updated weather indecies. through the interface they have access to the briefings from the headquarters and handbooks which they often use in their operations. 



Evaluation Outcome

This diagram summarizes how the results of the evaluation indicate the potential value of design to the response process.The value lies mainly in the data collection part- through quicker and more comprehensive data collection. But the design also supports part of the processing of the information through a user and process friendly interface, that visualizes and presents the information in way that facilitates the understanding of it. The value of the design also lies in the quick and timely distribution of the information to the whole team directly through the same  interface that information is inputted and viewed from.



Future Research 

• Connectivity of remote teams

• Decision support 

the interface can be considered a base step for a more integrated and comprehensive incident response system,there are still several aspects that need to be studied before the can be implemented.. the most important one is probably testing it in the action→ testing it in the actual stress environment during an operation or in the helicopter, → required connectivity issues, especially that many of the response operations take place in remote areas with minimal network possibilities. The system can also still be be developed further to integrate more ministry databases, like the personnel one. Also to support decision making by integrating behavior prediction models, which are already used in the response offices.
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